
Reading at Key Stage Two

As with all the End of Key Stage Two tests, the reading test is designed 
to check children’s learning in Years 3, 4, 5 & 6.  

This means that many of the skills the children are tested on were taught for the first 
time in another school.  During their time with us, these skills are assessed, revisited 
and built upon.

Have a look at the Reading Tests on the desks.  Feel free to 
answer the questions in the booklets!



What happens during the Reading Test?

Children are given a drink and biscuit/cereal bar as they arrive for register.

They will do some warm-up activities with the test lead (their tutor or their English teacher).

Some children will go to do their test elsewhere.

Papers will be given to children, and the instructions shared.

Children will have 1 hour* to read and answer questions about the 3 different texts. (*Some children 
will have 1 ¼ hours).



THE TEST ALWAYS HAS 
3 different texts, 

including 1 
non-fiction.

The texts increase in 
complexity.

THE ‘PASS MARK’ (to meet 
age-related standards) 

changes every year.



Reading skills
Not Just Word Reading

Children struggle most with questions relating to inference 
(tested domain 2d):

*it often involves more than one step.
*children prefer to copy information rather than infer from a 
range of clues.
*they are more likely to involve the child having to explain.
*the question format tends to be the most challenging, in that 
the questions tend not to fall into the easier ‘tick a box’ type 
response. 
*it tends to be one of the most heavily tested domains. 



2023

“Not necessarily a problem, but for 
the 2023 test to contain 2,106 words 
(the maximum allowed is 2,300) and 
the 2022 test only containing 1,564 
words, this drastically reduces the 
time available to answer the test 
questions by 8 and a half minutes” 
compared to the year before.

https://www.tes.com/magazine/analysis/primary/why-years-sats-reading-paper-was-so-difficult


What can I do at home?
Regular language discussion

Although only 6 marks were accredited to questions listed as domain 2a (‘give/explain the meaning of words in 
context), we know that word knowledge, specifically vocabulary breadth, is fundamental to reading 
comprehension success: if you don’t know the meaning of the words on the page then you have great difficulty.

Every question within the test also assesses domain 2a, therefore vocabulary exploration and development is 
key. Its power to support - and impede - the young reader cannot be understated.

In 2019, one of the most poorly answered questions pertaining to 
texts 1 & 2, was question 8 (65% correct national response rate):

At a national level, both these questions received significantly higher 
correct response rates than question 8 (Qu.4  = 95.1%; Qu.9 =  92% correct 
response).  This is likely because they don’t have the same requirement to 
explain.



What can I do at home?
Regular language discussion

Don’t get stuck! Encourage your child to 
read a range of books - go to AR 

Bookfinder for ideas.

Encouraging and engaging in daily reading whether your child reads on their own or if you read together. 

Discuss the books, the characters, the storylines and encourage your child to express their own opinions on 
the book. This is important to their long term development as well as SATs test.  Talk about everything and 
expect your child to explain their views and reasoning.

These are the texts we read in class together:



Try to keep everything else running normally. So whether its sport, music lessons or Scouts and Guides; sticking 
to your normal routine of out of school activities demonstrates to your child that SATs are not the be and end all 
of year 6. We’re a middle school and we pride ourselves on our breadth of curriculum.

During the SATs week, whilst keeping to normal timetable, try to avoid late nights, as children can find sitting the 
tests tiring.

Keep it in proportion. They are primary-school tests to gauge the education in the school and do not affect the 
secondary school your child will go to.

Stay positive. Many children enjoy taking the tests as they see it as a challenge and like the importance and the 
feeling of being special that SATs give year 6.  They also get biscuits!

Remember you do not have to more tests with your child or teach them. The most important thing is to give your 
child lots of praise as they will be doing their very best.  The best praise is when you tell them how hard they 
have worked and how impressed you are by their effort, rather than for the score!


